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ABSTRACT 

The current method was presented for misbehaving user on blocked in the Tor networks called as Nymble. 

though the first restriction which we recognized for Nymble is that if the Nymble manager fails, then entire 

security system is fails second restriction is blocking IP address is not possible because if we reconnect it we get 

new IP address by dynamic property IP addressing. Problem of existing system can be overcome by our 

proposed system i.e. “Project Title”. Anonymizing networks on Message Authentication code (MAC) address is 

used for blocking misbehaving users. We face MAC address as user identity, as dynamically generated by IP 

address, to solve above problem As it is not useful, we use MAC address,  Sybil attack it support of there is no 

chance, as physical address it can’t be change at any cost in MAC address. As presented system is nymble 

manager, in to totally centralized, to overcome above all disadvantage, where second manager may handle 

work of first nymble manager failure, use reliable system current system has scalability possessions as well as it 

can handle multiple server requests at a time. Blacklist users for anything reasons an organization is therefore 

disbeliever to different servers’ definitions of misbehavior servers and the make available security of blacklisted 

users is preserving. We use strongly cryptography algorithm it is hard to break protection of our system.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In this categorize to anonymizing networks hide a client’s IP address like TOR route traffic from beginning to 

end independent nodes in divide administrative domains. Some users, misbehaving such networks below the 

cover of anonymity, they have frequently defaced popular Web sites such as Wikipedia. As manager cannot 

block individual users’ IP addresses, they resort to blacked user list the total anonymizing network. However, 

such methods though remove malevolent activity through anonymizing networks but they also deny anonymous 

access to behaving users.  In a pseudonymous credential system PCS, users login to Web sites (Application) 

using pseudonyms, in this case a user misbehaves which can be blocked user list. However, the anonymizing 

network  to provided there by dampening the anonymity this method may results in pseudonymity for all users. 

employee group signatures in Anonymous credential systems. On the other hand, complaining by annul a 

misbehaving user’s anonymity basic group signatures allow servers to group manager. the group manager 

Servers must contact for every authentication, and therefore, this method require scalability. The group manager 

to helped Traceable signatures, the particular user to be traced on release a trapdoor allowing all signatures 

generated. However, we used the necessary backward unlinkability doesn’t provide to approached that we 

desire, a user’s entrée previous to the complaint forever remain nameless. Backward unrelation ability allocate 

for immanent blacked user list, in which servers can blacked user list users for whatever reason as the privacy of 
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the blacked user listed user is not at risk. In difference, follow without backward unlinkability need to pay 

careful attention to when connections users, and linked must worry about whether a user must have all their 

behaviors will be moderator practically.  Blacked user listed subjective is more suited to servers likes 

Wikipedia, when mistaken change to a Web pages is like Wikipedia at where ever misbehaviors, are tough to 

specify in exact arithmetical terms using users will be blocked user list. In some systems, misbehavior can really 

be clear specifically. These methods seize true for only a few explanations of misbehavior it is realistically 

strenuous to map more complex descriptions of misbehavior with related move towards. With dynamic 

collectors, a stopping process might result in a new public constraints and collector for the making, and group it 

mandatory to update details all other existing users’ testimonial, thus making it unreasonable. VLR – Verifier 

local revocation over comes this by need the server “verifier” to perform only neighboring updates throughout 

revocation. But Verifier local revocation calls for heavy calculation at that time linear on server side in the size 

of the blacked user lists. In contrast, method takes the server regarding one millisecond per verification, which is 

way faster than Verifier local revocation. These small overheads facilitate servers to use a solution when 

measure up to against the potential settlement of anonymous publishing. detectable signatures allow the group 

manager to release a traced the exacting users generate all mark allowed trapdoor. Advance does not supply 

toward the back unrelation ability with the purpose of we aspiration, we introduce a system called Nymble, 

which possesses the following properties: anonymous authentication, backward unrelation ability, personal 

blacked user listing, fast verification speeds, rate limited anonymous connections, revocation inspection ability 

where users can verify whether they have been blacked user listed, and it also contract with the Sybil attack so 

as to make its completion practical. In Nymble, users acquire a set of nymbles, a unique type of pseudonym, in 

order to connect to Web Servers. Lacking any other information,  nymbles are rationally hard to connection, and 

hence, using the collection of nymbles replicate anonymous access to services. Nevertheless, web sites,  can 

block users by achieve a seed for a exact nymble, and thus allocating  them to launch a connection with hope 

nymbles from the user and those previous to the complaint remain untraceable and unlinkable. Servers can thus 

block unidentified users without gaining entrée to their IP addresses while allowing genuine users to connect 

namelessly. Our system let the users know about their blacked user listed status before they are introduced to a 

nymble, and are disconnected immediately in case they are blacked user listed. A large number of anonymizing 

networks can rely on the same Nymble system, and blacked user list unidentified users regardless of their 

unidentified networks. 

 

Fig.1 Nymble System Architecture 
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II. RELATED WORK  

 

To surmount the above supposed problem, several researchers come with singular solutions, each as long as 

some degree of responsibility. 1) In pseudonymous official document system user using pseudonyms login to 

web pages, can be added to a blacked user list if a user behave badly. Unfortunately, this approach results in 

weakens the pseudonymity and anonymity provided for all users by the anonymizing network.  2) Group 

executive in the direction of revoke misbehaving users into severs it allows basic group cross anonymity by 

difficult. Servers contain to query the group director for every thus, and verification, be short of scalability.  

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

 

3.1 Resource –Based Blocking  
To keep a tab on the total number of identities that a user can obtain, the Nymble system attaches nymbles to 

resources which are difficult enough to obtain in enormous numbers. For ex., here we have used IP addresses as 

the property, but our scheme generalizes to other property as well such as email addresses or individuality 

certificates. The issues related with resource-based blocking are discussed further, where we have suggested 

other alternatives for resource. The Sybil do violence to complexity is countenance by any official document 

system and we suggest some promising approaches based on resource based blocking since we aim to create a 

real world deployment. 

 

3.2 Pseudonym Manager   
The user initially must connect to PM - Pseudonym Manager and establish control over a resource; so as to 

block the IP address, the users have to connect to the PM - Pseudonym Manager directly, as shown in Fig. 1. We 

presume that PM has knowledge of Tor routers and can ensure that users are communicating with it straight 

forwardly. Pseudonyms are selected based on the prohibited resource, ensure that the very pseudonym is for all 

time issued for the same property. The user does not release the server he wants to connect to, and the 

Pseudonym Managers duties are restricted to mapping IP addresses to pseudonyms. The user attaches to the 

Pseudonym Managers only once per relation ability window. 

 

3.3 Nymble Manager   
Post gaining a pseudonym from the Pseudonym Manager, the user attaches to the NM - Nymble Manager via 

the anonymizing network, and then request for nymbles to achieve admission to exacting server. A user’s 

requests to the Nymble Manager are consequently nymbles, and pseudonymous are generated using the user’s 

pseudonym and the server’s individuality. Nymbles are accordingly specific to a exacting user to server pair. As 

long as the Pseudonym Manager and the Nymble Manager do not scheme, the Nymble Manager (NM) knows 

only the pseudonym server match up, and the Pseudonym Manager knows only the user identity pseudonym 

couple. In order to make available the necessary cryptographic protection and security properties, nymbles are 

encapsulated within nymble tickets. Servers pack seeds into connecting tokens, and for that reason, we will 

speak of connecting tokens being used to connection future nymble tickets. We are ensuring that user is 

alternation of their blacked user list position previous to they are currently disengage and a Nymble, 

immediately if they be blacked users listed. 

 

3.4 Blacklisting a User   
In case of misbehavior, the server may link any future connection from this user within the same link ability 

window. Consider Figurer 2 A user misbehaves at a server during time period t within connection ability 
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window . The server then discover this misbehavior and information it to the Nymble Manager (NM) in time 

period  of the same relation ability window. In the grievance, the server presents the nymble 

ticket of obtains the corresponding and the misbehaving user seed from the Nymble Manager (NM). The server 

is then capable to link future associations by the user in time periods :  þ 1 . . . ,  of the similar link ability 

window w to the objection. Consequently, once the server has grumble about a user, that user is blacklisted for 

that particular linkability window . Even though misbehaving users can be blocked for the expectations to, 

the long-ago relations anyway stay behind unlink able, providing backward unlinkability and subjective blacked 

user listing. 

 

3.5 Notifying the User of Blacklist Status 
Users using anonymizing networks want their connections to be anonymous. When a server obtains a seed for 

that user can be still relation the user’s following connections. It is very important that users be notified of being 

blacklisted before presenting a nymble ticket to a server. The user can thus download the server’s blacked user 

list and verify the status. When blacked user listed, the user straight away gets terminate. As the blacklist is 

cryptographically signed by the NM, the blacklist’s credibility is easily verified as to if the blacklist was updated 

in the same time period. Otherwise, the NM provides servers with “daisies” every time period so that users are 

able to verify the freshness of the blacklist. As discussed further, these daisies are elements of a hash chain, 

providing a lightweight alternative to digital signatures. Accordingly we make sure that race situation is not 

possible in verifying a blacked user list’s innovation. A user is guaranteed that users will not be linked if the 

user verifies the integrity and freshness of the blacklist before sending his or her nymble ticket. 

 

3.5 Generation of Pseudonym 
The Pseudonym Manager (PM) issues pseudonyms to users. A pseudonym pnym has two coumponents mac and 

nym, nym is a pseudorandom mapping of the user’s identity (e.g., IP address) the linkability window w for 

which the pseudonym is valid, and the PM’s secret key nymKeyP ; mac is a MAC that the NM uses to verify the 

integrity of the pseudonym. 

Algorithms 1 and 2 explain the process of creating and verifying Pseudonyms Manager. 

 

Algorithm 1. PMCreatePseudonym 

 

Input: (uid,w) € H * _ 

Persistent state: pmState € Sp 

Output: pnym € P 

1: Extract nymKeyP ; macKeyNP from pmState 

2: nym :¼ MA:Mac(uid || w, nymKeyP ) 

3: mac :¼ MA:Mac(nym || w, macKeyNP) 

4: return pnym :¼ (nym, mac) 

 

Algorithm 2. NMVerifyPseudonym 

 

Input: (pnym;w) € P * _ 

Persistent state: nmState 2 SN 

Output: b € (true; false) 

1: Extract macKeyNP from nmState 
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2: (nym; mac) := pnym 

3: return mac = ? MA:Mac(nym || w,macKeyNP ) 

The NM executes NMInitState and initializes nmState in order to generate the algorithm’s output. The NM 

extracts macKeyNP from nmState and sends it to the pseudonym Manager PM over a type Auth channel. 

Message authentication code key NP (macKeyNP) is a collective anonymously between the Nymble Manager 

(NM) and the pseudonym Manager (PM), so that the Nymble Manager (NM) can verify the authenticity of 

pseudonym issued by the pseudonym Manager (PM). (Refer algorithm 3) 

 

Algorithm 3. NMInitState 

 

Output: nmState € SN 

1: macKeyNP := Mac:KeyGen() 

2: macKeyN := Mac:KeyGen() 

3: seedKeyN := Mac:KeyGen() 

4: (encKeyN; decKeyN) := Enc:KeyGen() 

5: (signKeyN; verKeyN) := Sig:KeyGen() 

6: keys :=(macKeyNP ; decKeyN; signKeyN; macKeyN; seedKeyN, encKeyN;  verKeyN) 

8: nmEntries := ¢; 

9: return nmState :=(keys;nmEntries) 

 

Algorithm 4. NMCreateCredential 

 

Input: (pnym; sid;w) € P * H* No 

Persistent state: nmState € SN 

Output: cred € D 

1: Extract macKeyNS; seedKeyN; macKeyN; encKeyN from 

keys in nmState 

2: seed0 := f(Mac(sidk || pnym || w,seedKeyN) 

3: nymble* := (seed0) 

4: for t from 1 to L do 

5: seedt := f(seedt_1) 

6: nymblet := g(seedt) 

7: ctxtt := Enc:Encrypt(nymble* || seedt; encKeyN) 

8: tickett := sid || t || wknymblet || ctxtt 

9: macN,t := MA:Mac(tickett; macKeyN) 

10: macNS;t := MA:Mac(ticket0 || macN,t; macKeyNS) 

11: tickets[t]:= (t, macN,t ctxtt, nymblet; macNS,t) 

12: return cred := ( nimble*, tickets) 

The MACs macNS and macN are used by the Nymble Manager (NM) and the server, correspondingly, to 

confirm the integrity of the nymble ticket, as described in Algorithms 5 and 6 means under next module. As will 

be explained later, the Nymble Manager (NM) will need to verify the ticket’s integrity upon a complaint from 

the server. 

 

Algorithm 5. NMVerifyTicket 
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Input: (sid, t, w,ticket) € H * _2 * T 

Persistent state: svrState 

Output: b € (true; false) 

1: Extract macKeyN from keys in nmState 

2: (nymble, ctxt, macN, macNS ) := ticket 

3: content := sid || t || w || nimble || ctxt 

4: return macN =? MA: Mac ( cntet, macKeyN) 

 

Algorithm 6. UserCheckIfBlacklisted 

 

Input: (sid; blist) € H*Bn, n; l € N0 

Persistent state: usrState € Su 

Output: b € (true; false) 

1: Extract nimble manager from cred in user Entries [sid] in usrState 

2: return (nimble *€ ? blist) 

 

Algorithms 7 explain how users and the Nymble Manager (NM) can verify the integrity and freshness of 

blacked user lists. 

Algorithm 7. NMVerifyBL(Nymble Manager Verify the B) 

Input: (sid; t; w; blist; cert) € H*N2 *Bn * C, n € N0 

Persistent state: nmState 2 SN 

Output: b € (true; false) 

1-6: Same as lines 1-6 in VerifyBL 

7: Extract macKeyN from keys in nmState 

8: return mac = ? MA:Mac(content; macKeyN) 

 

3.6 Blacklistavility  
An honest PM and NM will issue a coalition of c unique users at most c valid credentials for a particular server. 

Due to the security issues of HMAC, only Nymble Manager can issue valid tickets, and for any prearranged 

time period, the combination has at the largest part c valid tickets, thus making at most c connections in any 

time period irrespective of server’s blacklisting. It is sufficient to show that if each of the c users has been 

blacklisted in some previous time period, the coalition cannot authenticate in the time period k. Assume the 

different that association organization k using one of the coalition members’ ticket was successful even though 

the user was blacklisted in a preceding time period k0. Ever since association establishment’s k0 and k were 

successful, the corresponding tickets ticket0 and ticket must be valid. presumptuous the security of digital 

HMAC and signatures, an honest server can constantly contact an truthful NM with a valid ticket and the NM 

will successfully terminate e host running Ubuntu. IP address blocking. Using IP addresses as a resource for 

limiting the Sybil attack, the current implementation uses IP-address blocking used by Internet services. In 

moreover case, there are some predefined limitations of using IP addresses as the rare resource. If a user can 

obtain multiple addresses, he can get from beginning to end both nimble based and regular IP address blocking. 

Subnet based blocking eases this difficulty, and while it is promising to modify our system to support subnet-

based blocking, new security problems might surface. Other resources. Users of anonymizing networks would 

be reluctant to use resources that directly reveal their identity. Email addresses could provide Side channel 

attacks. While our current implementation does not fully protect against sidechannel attacks, we mitigate the 
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risks. We have implemented various algorithms in a way that their execution time leaks little information that 

cannot already be inferred from the algorithm’s output. Also, since a confidential channel does not hide the size 

of the announcement, we have constructed the protocols so that each kind of protocol message is of the same 

size regardless of the identity or current legitimacy of the user. 
  

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

The existing sytem, however efficient as it may appear, largely depends on human users to classify a post into 

an act of naughtiness. The misbehaving pots sender, even when flagged as abusive, is usually not immediately 

removed from the website. Anonymizing networks as Tor, thus far, has been completely blocked by several web 

services because of users who abuse their anonymity.  Thereby in our paper titled “Project Title“, we introduce a 

system which algorithmically flags a post as an act of misbehavior, and there by eliminate the requirement to 

depend on the existing users for the same. In this system allows websites to selectively blocked users of 

anonymizing networks. Using it, websites can be blocked users list without hindering their anonymity. 
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